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As the CMOS integrated circuits reduce to the 100-nanometer regime and beyond, 

the conventional SiO2 based gate dielectric is facing serious challenges such as high 

leakage current, impurity diffusion, and dielectric thickness uniformity control across a 

300 mm wafer. Consequently, high-k materials, which have higher dielectric constants 

(k) than SiO2, are expected to replace it as the gate insulator. Amongst all the materials 

investigated, HfO2 and its silicate appear to be the most promising candidates since they 

have thermodynamic stability in contact with silicon, reasonable energy bandgap (>5eV), 

moderate dielectric constant and good thermal expansion matching with Si. In this Ph.D. 

work, the issues with HfO2 and potential solutions to these problems are discussed.  

Since scaling of Hf-based high-k dielectrics has been limited due to the interfacial 

layer formation, NH3 surface nitridation has been investigated to reduce EOT and to 

improve reliability. Surface nitridation achieved a minimum EOT of 7.1Å, better thermal 

stability and higher breakdown field compared to a sample without surface nitridation.   

 vi



However, the surface nitridation exhibited adverse effects such as high hysteresis, 

lower interface quality and reduced carrier mobility. High-temperature forming gas (FG) 

prior to metallization successfully enhaced the carrier mobility of HfO2 gate dielectric 

MOSFETs with TaN gate electrode by improving HfO2/Si interface quality.  

Although improvement by high-temperature FG anneal was achieved, hydrogen 

atoms introduced by forming gas anneal can lead to unavoidable side effects such as poor 

NBTI and hot carrier degradation. Therefore, an attempt to reduce this degradation by 

using heavier deuterium atoms was executed. In addition to improved carrier mobility, 

improved reliability was also observed.  

Finally, the reliability issues of MOSFETs with hafnium silicate have been 

researched. A significant charge detrapping has been observed when the constant stress 

bias was removed. The rates of detrapping depend on the stress bias and time. 

Considering the fact that the real circuit operates at high frequency and low duty cycle, 

the reliability of high-k dielectric evaluated using conventional DC stress tests are 

excessively pessimistic to predict the long-term reliability of high-k gate dielectric.  

Polarity dependence of bias stress induced degradation was observed on the 

nMOSFET with HfSiON gate dielectric. Negative bias stress resulted in more significant 

increase of interface states and, accordingly, degradation of subthreshold swing than 

positive stress. It is suggested that the drain to gate stress on nMOSFET can damage the 

area of the high-k gate dielectric near the drain, resulting in asymmetric subthreshold 

swing degradation. Since this effect is more prominent in short channel MOSFETs, drain 

to gate stress during the off-state may play a greater role in the scaled devices. 
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CHAPTER 1  

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 

1.1 CHALLENGES FOR MOORE’S LAW  

One of the major driving forces in evolving the electronics industry for the past 

several decades was its successful downscaling of the metal oxide semiconductor field 

transistor’s (MOSFET) dimensions. Dr. Gordon Moore predicted that the total number of 

devices on a chip would double every 2 years in the future (so called “Moore’s Law”) 

based on his observation in 70’s [1]. This prediction has been surprisingly correct so far.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.1     The number of transistors in Intel processors increases exponentially over 
the years [2]. 
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This fast downscaling enabled microelectronic industry to achieve greater 

integrated circuit functionality and performance at lower cost. As a result, the density of 

transistors on a wafer has become higher and higher. Fig. 1.1 illustrates how the number 

of metal oxide semiconductor field effect transistors (MOSFETs) in Intel processors has 

increased historically [2]. 

The minimum device feature size has been decreasing over the years and is now 

approaching below 100nm at mass production levels. As the research for the scaling 

below deep sub-micron regime continues, the number of road blocks needed to cross has 

been increasing.  

In table 1.1, some of technical goals are listed from 2003 SIA roadmap for sub 

100nm technology nodes [3].  
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Year 2007 2010 2013 2016 

Technology node 65 45 32 22 

Lgate (MPU) 35nm 25nm 18nm 13nm 

EOT (nm) (MPU) 0.9 0.7 0.6 0.5 

Gate leakage 
(nA/um) @100C 230 330 1000 1670 

Nominal VDD (V) 1.1 1.0 0.9 0.8 
2

 

ble 1.1     Scaling trend of front end process for high performance application, 
ternational Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors, 2003 edition [3] 
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In the front-end process area, there remain many technological challenges to be 

overcome to achieve further scaling and growth of the industry [3]: 

 
 New gate stack processes and Materials 

 Surfaces and interfaces control 

 CMOS integration of new memory materials and processes 

 Critical dimension and effective channel length control 

 Scaled MOSFET dopant introduction and control 

In this chapter, the first two challenges will be discussed in detail because these 

challenges are the key motivations to this dissertation. 

 

1.2 MOTIVATIONS FOR NOVEL MATERIAL STACK 

1.2.1 Motivation for High-k Dielectric 

Polysilicon gate and SiO2 gate dielectric for the MOSFET devices have been 

perfect materials throughout MOSFET history till now. High quality of SiO2 and its 

interface to substrate have been playing a crucial role in its development. SiO2 grown in 

high temperature directly from the silicon possesses many desirable properties such as 

lower trap density, an excellent interface quality, thickness controllability, high thermal 

stability, and good reliability.  

However, as the device dimension shrinks into deep sub-micron regime, SiO2 as a 

gate oxide is facing serious challenges which seem to be almost impossible to overcome.    

Figure 1.2 indicates the trend of reducing the feature size and subsequent gate oxide 

thickness decrease. As pointed out in the previous section, the gate dielectric must have 

an equivalent oxide thickness (EOT) of 9Å for 65nm technology node by 2007 [3]. A 9Å 
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thickness consists of only a couple of monolayers of SiO2. In addition to the difficulty of 

keeping SiO2 thickness uniformly across a 300 mm wafer, the high leakage of gate 

dielectric layer would cause serious problems to the circuit. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Figure 1.2     The feature size of transistors in Intel processors decreases exponentially 
over the years and, accordingly the gate oxide thickness decreases [1]. 

High leakage is a great concern for thin gate oxide thickness, particularly for low 

power applications. When the thickness of SiO2 is scaled down below 20Å, the gate 

leakage current increases rapidly due to the direct tunneling of electrons through the 

oxide. This high leakage current degrades almost every aspects of the circuit performance 

such as standby power, operation speed, noise margin of CMOS inverter, heat dissipation 

control, and reliability. Additionally, as the gate oxide becomes thinner, the increased 

boron penetration effect for PMOSFETs causes serious reliability for SiO2 gate oxide [4]. 
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Consequently, conventional SiO2 gate dielectric may need to be replaced by the 

alternative materials that can meet requirements introduced in the following section. 

 

1.2.2 Requirements for alternative gate dielectric material 

Alternative gate insulators should have a higher dielectric constant to have 

relatively thicker dielectric thickness while maintaining the same capacitance. Higher 

dielectric constant can keep the dielectric thickness from being in tunneling regime so 

that device can have lower gate leakage current. Also, thicker gate dielectric can ensure 

the reasonable thickness control across the wafer [5].  

However, extremely high dielectric constant material can cause other problems 

such as the fringing field induced barrier lowering (FIBL) [6]. As the ratio of the 

dielectric thickness increases, the cross section of gate dielectric becomes rather a 

rectangular than a sheet. It means that the gate control would be severely affected by field 

near the source and the drain area. Consequently, gate voltage can lose the controllability 

of channel carrier and short channel effects get more severe. Therefore, Vth roll-off and 

subthreshold swing get worse. 

Also, bandgap of dielectric tends to be inversely proportional to dielectric 

constant [7]. Small band gap results in small barrier height. Dielectric with small barrier 

height has higher leakage current due to Fowler-Nordheim tunneling and faster 

breakdown strength[]. Therefore, moderate dielectric constant (k) materials (15~30) are 

preferred.  
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Figure 1.3     Bandgap of the materials decreases as the dielectric constant increases [7] 

 

Besides dielectric constant, potential gate dielectric materials should have other 

material characteristics to achieve device requirements as stated in table 1.2.  
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Thermodynamic stability with Si-substrate and gate electrode materials is also one 

of most important requirements for high K materials [8]. K. J. Hubbard, et al. made a 

comprehensive investigation of the thermodynamic stability of binary oxides in contact 

with silicon up to temperatures ~700ºC. His analysis on thermodynamic study of metal 

oxides on Si and including other limitations shows the possibility of oxides that can be 

used for gate dielectric. Most of the elements may be ruled out due to the reasons such as, 

insufficient dielectric constant, decomposition of metal oxide, silicide formation with 

silicon, etc. except several metal oxide an silicates including hafnium, zirconium, and 

lanthanides. 

The crystallization of high k materials is another critical issue. Most of the high-k 

metal oxide is known to crystallize at lower temperature than SiO2 [9, 10]. The formation 

of grain boundaries will provide paths for leakage current. Also, Yamaguchi et al. 

reported that these grain boundaries could be another source of coulombic scattering and, 

thus, derease the carrier mobility. [11] 

 

1.2.3 Previous study for high-k dielectric candidates 

Recently various high-k materials have been studied intensively like barium 

strontium titanate (BST, (Ba,Sr)TiO3), tantalum oxide (Ta2O5), titanium oxide (TiO2), 

hafnium oxide (HfO2), zirconium oxide (ZrO2), silicon nitride (Si3N4) and aluminum 

oxide (Al2O3).  

Among these materials, BST has been originally studied for DRAM capacitor 

application because of its high dielectric constant (~300) [12]. EOT values of less than 

10Å have been achieved with DRAM metal-insulator-metal (MIM) capacitors [13]. 

Later, the possibility of BST to metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS) application was 

investigated [14]. However, researchers soon discovered that BST in MOS capacitors 
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yielded much higher EOTs due to the formation of a relatively thick (~30Å) SixOy 

interfacial layer between the BST and silicon substrate. The growth of this SixOy layer 

resulted from reaction and interdiffusion between the BST and substrate [14], and it was 

concluded that BST was not thermodynamically stable in contact with silicon. Also as 

mentioned before, FIBL becomes one of the causes to make ultra high-k materials less 

attractive. 

 Ta2O5 (k~23) and TiO2 (~80) have also relatively high dielectric constant. 

However, Ta2O5 and TiO2 are thermodynamically unstable with Si. They tend to be 

reduced into Ta or TiSi2 and form low k interfacial layer in contact with silicon and result 

in losing the merit of high-k materials [15~18]. 

Si3N4 is an attractive candidate because its material characteristics are well known 

and also it has nice interface and good reliability (TDDB, hot carrier injection) properties 

[19,20]. However, Si3N4’s relatively low dielectric constant (k~ 7.5) limits its possible 

application.  

Al2O3 has also similar limitation due to its low dielectric constant (k~10). Besides 

low k, Al2O3’s well-known interfacial fixed charges consequently results in low carrier 

mobility in MOSFET applications. [21,22]  

Among the materials which has been studied for alternative gate dielectric, 

hafnium and zirconium based oxides seem to be promising candidate since they possess 

many of the material characteristics required by high-k gate dielectrics. However, it was 

found that ZrO2 is not compatible with polysilicon gate electrode because of Zr-silicide 

formation resulting in high leakage current and electrical shorting of the poly/ZrO2 

MOSCAPs. [23] 

Its compatibility with polysilicon gate process makes Hf based oxide one of the 

most promising gate insulators in spite of the similar material properties between ZrO2 
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and HfO2. Kang et al. demonstrated HfO2 is compatible with polysilicon gate electrode 

not only in MOS capacitors [24] and but also in the dual-gate MOSFETs [25]. 

   

1.2.4 HfO2 material properties 

Material properties of HfO2 are summarized in table 1.1 [26,27]. HfO2 has a 

sufficiently high dielectric constant of around 22~25 and is thermodynamically stable in 

contact with Si [8]. One disadvantage of HfO2 with is the slight growth of a low-k 

interfacial layer between HfO2 and substrate [26].  

The observed bandgap of HfO2 is 5.68eV for HfO2 [27]. This value is high 

enough to obtain proper barrier height and ensure the fairly reasonable leakage current. 

HfO2’s small lattice mismatch and similar thermal expansion coefficient with Si make it 

more attractive for future gate dielectric. Also, HfO2 is expected to be very resistive for 

the impurity diffusion because of its high density (9.68g/cm3). 

  



 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1.3  

 

1.2.5 Meta

Th

polysilicon

microelect

challenges
Material Properties HfO2 SiO2  

Dielectric Constant 22 ~ 25 3.9 

Bandgap (eV) 5.7 9 

Band offset for electrons 1.5 eV 3.5 eV 

Band offset for holes 3.4 eV 4.4 eV 

   

Density (g/cm3) 9.68 2.27 

Lattice Constant (Å) 5.11* - 

Lattice Mismatch with Si ~ 5% - 

Thermal Expansion Coeffcient 5.3x10-6K-1 0.5x10-6K-1 

Etchability HF solution HF solution 

   
11

   Material properties of HfO2 [26,27,44] 

l Gate 

e gate electrode is also one of the major challenges for future scaling. Doped 

 used as a long-term solution since it replaced Al electrode in the early age of 

ronics. However, as scaling continues, polysilicon gate also faces tough 

. 

* Amorphous preferred   
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Poly depletion (PD) effect is one of those challenges. It is caused when the 

MOSFET is turned on and the poly gate electrode is depleted at the poly/SiO2 interface. 

This thin depletion layer adds to the equivalent oxide thickness (EOT) (~3-4 Å) and 

consequently, reduces the gate capacitance and drain current [28]. As the EOT target 

goes down, this additional layer cannot be neglected.  

Out-diffusion of boron into the channel is also one of the disadvantages of 

polysilicon gate, causing Vth instability. Particularly, boron diffusion in high-k dielectric 

becomes more severe problem than that in SiO2 gate dielectric [29].  

Incompatibility with high-k gate dielectric would be a concern for polysilicon 

gate [30,31]. MOSFETs with polysilicon gate and high-k gate dielectric exhibits 

unexpected flatband voltage shift. The reason is not clearly understood. 

Consequently, metal gates have been researched intensively. The key parameters 

for the potential gate electrode candidates are work function, good thermodynamic 

stability with surrounding materials, resistivity and compatibility with CMOS 

technology. Particularly, current CMOS technology requires that different materials be 

used for the PMOS and NMOS transistor gate electrodes to achieve acceptable threshold 

voltages; the former having a Fermi level near the silicon valence band, and the latter 

having a Fermi level near the conduction band. However, still a long-term solution has 

not been sufficiently addressed and much more research will be required to identify and 

qualify an alternative gate electrode material, although a significantly enhanced emphasis 

has been placed on this problem.  

One of the intensively studied metal gate electrode is TaN, which has been 

demonstrated successfully with SiO2 [32] and Si3N4 [33] as well as various high-k gate 

dielectrics including Ta2O5 [34], HfO2 [35,36], Hf-silicate [37], Zr-silicate [38], ZrO2 

[39,40], and ZrOxNy [40].  
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Lee et al. demonstrated that TaN gate electrodes have good thermal stability and 

low sheet resistance (20-40 Ω/square) after 1000ºC annealing [39]. Self-aligned TaN-

gated MOSFETs using HfO2 [35] and ZrOxNy [40] have demonstrated EOTs as low as 

9.3Å and 10.3Å, respectively.  

Although there is still debate on the work function of TaN [32,35], with such 

encouraging results, TaN gate electrode has been used to evaluate the compatibility of 

HfO2 with metal gate in chapter 2-4. 

 

1.3 CHALLENGES TO HIGH-K TECHNOLOGY 

There are still a number of fundamental issues for implementation of high-k gate 

dielectric in conventional CMOS technology, such as interface layer control, fixed 

charge, small channel carrier mobility and charge trapping. All of these need to be 

understood and improved for the successful integration of high-k materials into Si CMOS 

technology. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.4     High-k dielectric normally has thicker interface layer which consists of 
lower dielectric constant material 

1nmIL

2.9nmHfO2
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As mentioned before, the motivation for using high-k gate dielectric is to get a 

low EOT while maintaining thicker physical thickness in order to avoid high tunneling 

gate leakage. Although better than BST and TiO2, HfO2 also results in formation of low-k 

interface between HfO2 and Si substrate. This may severely degrade any benefits that 

accrue from the use of the high-k dielectric [26]. 

Another potential problem of HfO2 is the relatively lower carrier mobility 

compared to that of SiO2. It is believed that higher charge trap and rougher interface of 

HfO2 film as compared to SiO2 are the cause for the carrier mobility degradation [26,41].  

Here comes the dilemma of interfacial layer in high-k dielectric MOSFET 

application. Due to the higher interface state density and rougher interface of high-k 

dielectric, a very thin SiO2 layer may actually preferred at high-k/Si interface to preserve 

interface state characteristics and channel mobility. However, this interface layer would 

increase the equivalent oxide thickness and also results in losing the merit of high-k. 

High charge trapping behavior is also one of biggest concerns with high-k 

dielectric because it causes the threshold voltage instability during device operation. 

Unlike conventional SiO2 dielectric, where electronic polarization plays the major role, 

the most important contribution to the value of dielectric constant in high-k materials 

comes from the dipole-active displacements of the transition metal ions facilitated by 

their d-electrons [42]. The chemical bonding involving d-electrons leads to high 

vulnerability of the high-k dielectrics to the formation of structural defects during the 

deposition process. These atomic defects can be a source of fixed charges and electron 

traps [43], where the latter may affect not only device performance (mobility, threshold 

voltage) but its reliability as well. 
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As discussed in this section, high-k still has a lot of problems to be solved. The 

main focus in this work is to study the challenges to hafnium oxide as a gate dielectric 

and discuss possible approaches to theses solutions. 

 

1.4 OUTLINE 

Chapter 1 described challenges faced by the semiconductor industry to maintain 

its high growth rate. The limits of SiO2 gate dielectric and polysilicon gate have been 

pointed out. The studies on high-k dielectric and metal gate have been motivated by these 

physical limits of conventional materials. 

Although there are still a lot of problems to overcome, Hf based oxides are 

promising candidates since they possesses many of the material characteristics required 

by high-k gate dielectrics. Chapters 2-5 will investigate issues with HfO2 and discuss 

potential solutions to these problems. 

Chapter 2 investigates surface nitridation process prior to HfO2 deposition to 

control the interfacial layer growth between high-k film and Si substrate. The optimum 

surface nitridation condition was investigated in terms of low EOT and leakage current.    

A model is proposed to explain the function of surface nitridation based on materials 

characterization (XPS, TEM) and electrical characterization results. Finally, the 

advantages and disadvantages of surface nitridation will be discussed as well. 

Chapter 3 evaluates the high-temperature forming gas anneal as a means to 

overcome the shortcomings of surface nitridation. Poor interface quality is one of the 

biggest problems of surface nitridation. The effects of high-temperature forming gas 

anneal on interface quality and device characteristics of HfO2 MOSFETs will be 

discussed in detail.  
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In chapter 4, use of high-temperature deuterium anneal is discussed. Hydrogen 

atoms that are introduced by forming gas anneal can lead to unavoidable side effects such 

as poor NBTI and hot carrier degradation. An attempt to reduce this degradation by using 

heavier deuterium atoms was executed. In addition to improved carrier mobility, 

improved reliability was also observed. The electrical data and material analysis 

including SIMS will be shown in this chapter. 

Chapter 5 details the reliability behaviors of MOSFETs with Hf based oxide as 

gate dielectric. Charge trapping behavior, which is one of the biggest concerns with high-

k dielectric, will be investigated in detail. The dielectric wear out mechanism will be 

studied as well.  

Finally, Chapter 6 discusses the future of high-k dielectric based on the results, 

which were discussed in the previous chapters. Suggestions for future work on Hf based 

oxide as gate dielectrics are summarized. 
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CHAPTER 2  

SURFACE NITRIDATION PRIOR TO DIELECTRIC DEPOSITION 

2.1 MOTIVATION 

Despite higher a dielectric constant, the application of HfO2 as the dielectric of 

MOS capacitors is not as effective in reducing the equivalent oxide thickness (EOT) that 

is for ≤0.5nm. This is mainly due to the high-k/substrate interfacial layer growth which 

has much lower dielectric constant than HfO2 [1]. Even for processes without post-metal 

annealing (PMA), there exists an interface layer (~5Å), which is presumed to be hafnium 

silicate formed during the reoxidation step [2] 

To achieve further scaling of HfO2dielectric devices into EOT of less than 10Å 

with low leakage current less than 1A/cm2 after CMOS process, it is essential to prevent 

the formation of a interfacial layer. Oxygen penetration through the dielectric film is 

believed to be responsible for this formation. Therefore, to scale down HfO2 for 100 nm 

devices, it is necessary to reduce the oxygen diffusion by a surface preparation. In this 

respect, nitridation of the Si surface is effective because the nitrided layer has higher 

dielectric constant and lower oxygen diffusion permeability [3]. 

Surface nitridation using anneal in NH3 ambient was explored with various 

materials such as Ta2O5 [4], and CVD HfO2 [5]. Surface nitridation technique is 

generally effective in reducing the EOT of MOS capacitors [4-7] but there has not been a 

systematic study on the effect of nitridation in MOSFET devices with a high-k gate 

dielectric. 
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In this work, the introduction of a thin nitride layer prior to gate dielectric 

deposition was done to limit interfacial layer growth due to low diffusion coefficient of 

oxygen through the nitride layer.  

Initially, experiments were performed to optimize the surface nitridation process 

in terms of both low EOT and low gate leakage current. These processed gate stack were 

tested using various material analysis techniques such as X-ray photoelectron 

spectroscopy (XPS) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM).  Based on the above 

material analyses, a model was proposed to in order to answer a question about the 

mechanism of EOT improvement by surface nitridation.  

Finally, the advantages and disadvantages of surface nitridation will be discussed 

in detail. 

 

2.2 EXPERIMENTAL PROCESS 

The process flow for fabricating MOSCAP and MOSFET devices is described in 

Table 2.1. The starting material was (100) p-type silicon wafers with a low resistivity of 

~5-25 Ω-cm. A 3000Å wet field oxidation was performed in conventional MRL furnaces 

at 950ºC. After active patterning was performed, the wafers were cleaned in the 

piranha/HF-last clean process. Without time delay, the surface of Si wafers was annealed 

using rapid thermal process (RTP) in NH3 ambient under 1atm. The anneals were 

performed at several different temperatures, ranging from 500°C to 800°C.  

After the surface nitridation, Hf was deposited by magnetron sputtering in Ar 

ambient using a Kurt J. Lesker sputtering system with a base pressure ≤ 5.0x10-7 Torr. 

The optimized Hf deposition conditions were a sputtering power of 200W, an argon (Ar) 

ambient at 30 mTorr, and temperature of ~25ºC.   
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Post deposition annealing (PDA) served to fully oxidize and densify HfO2 film at 

600°C, 40 sec, under N2 ambient using rapid thermal anneal (RTA) [8,9]. The RTA 

system used for nitridation and reoxidation did not have vacuum pumping capability so 

some residual oxygen is believed to still be present during the process. The physical 

thickness of HfO2 was measured after the PDA using a single wavelength ellipsometer 

with refractive index (n) fixed at 1.5. The physical thickness of HfO2 after PDA was 

around 50Å for optimization. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 2.1     Fabrication process of TaN/HfO2/Si MOSFET with surface nitridation 

• Field oxidation and active patterning

• Cleaning with Piranha and 100:1 HF solution 

• Without time delay, surface nitridation using RTP  

– NH3 flow: 5 sccm 

– Total pressure: 1 atm 

• HfO2 deposition by PVD: 50 Å  

• RTA anneal: 600°C, N2, 40sec 

• TaN deposition by PVD (10mT, 500W): 2000 Å  

• Gate patterning (RIE) 

• S/D implantation: P (30keV, 5×1015) 

• LTO 2000Å deposition: 500°C, 30min 

• S/D activation: RTA 950°C, N2, 1 min 

• Contact patterning (Wet) 

• Metal contact with Al 

• Metal patterning (Wet)  

• Back side metallization (Al) 

• F/G anneal: 400°C, 30min 
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The TaN electrode was deposited by DC sputtering at 500W, 10mTorr and 

N2/(Ar+N2) of 25 %. TaN was etched in RIE with a Cl2/He mixture. After dry etching, 

photoresist hardened by ion bombardment was removed using an oxygen ashing process. 

The area of MOSCAP capacitors is 5×10-5cm2. 

For MOSFET processing, source/drain implantation was done with of a 7 degree 

angle. The source/drain activation was performed after depositing low temperature oxide 

(LTO) layer of 1000Å to minimize the dopant out diffusion and to prevent the thermal 

degradation of TaN gate. The activation condition of 950°C, 1 minute RTA was used to 

get a reasonable source/drain resistance.     

The LTO layer was patterned to form a contact using buffered oxide etchant 

(BOE) and the contact area was cleaned again using 100:1 HF acid just before depositing 

aluminum.  After the metal patterning using an aluminum etchant, the backside of the 

wafers was metallized with aluminum to improve the backside contact. Finally, devices 

were annealed in forming gas (H2:N2 = 4%:96%) to improve the aluminum contact. In 

this work, typical device sizes were W × L equal to 150µm × 10µm and 150µm × 5µm. 

MOSCAP capacitance-voltage (C-V) characteristics were measured using a HP 

4194A Impedance/Gain-Phase Analyzer, and leakage current density-voltage (J-V) 

characteristics were measured using a HP 4156 Precision Semiconductor Parameter 

Analyzer.   

 

2.3 OPTIMIZATION OF SURFACE NITRIDATION PROCESS 

The optimum nitridation condition was investigated with respect to EOT and gate 

leakage current minimization. Figure 2.1 showed that longer nitridation than 30sec did 

not improve EOT effectively so the nitridation time was fixed at 30 sec.  
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As shown in figure 2.2, there exists optimum nitridation temperature range 

(600~700oC) to obtain reduced EOT because the EOT tends to increase above 700oC. 

The increase of EOT at 800oC can be attributed to the oxidation of the Si surface due to 

the residual oxygen in nitridation chamber or NH3 gas. In this experiment, the vacuum 

pump was not attached in the RTA, thus residual oxygen may remain in the RTA 

chamber. Also, impurity oxygen in the NH3 gas may cause the oxidation of Si surface at 

higher temperature. It is well-known that the purity of NH3 gas is a very important factor 

to suppress undesired oxidation of the Si surface in the nitridation of Si [10].  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1     EOT reduced as substrate nitridation temperature and time increased. 
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EOT reduced as substrate nitridation temperature increased and saturated around 

600°C. However, after LTO deposition at 500ºC, 30 min., EOT of 600°C nitridation 

samples increased more than that of 700°C nitridation samples. The reason why the 

600°C condition was more susceptible to EOT is believed that the thickness of nitridation 

layer in 600°C annealed sample was relatively so thin that oxygen could penetrate during 

longer furnace annealing time.  

The leakage current of the samples did not show significant differences except for 

the 800oC anneal. Again, it indicates that 800oC anneal provides excessive growth of the 

interfacial layer which does not help to reduce EOT. 

Consequently, the condition of 700°C, 30 seconds in NH3 was chosen because it 

provides a sufficient barrier to interfacial reaction and dopant diffusion; while at the same 

time, it does not result in a thick nitride layer which would reduce the overall 

capacitance.  
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Figure 2.2     (a) EOT reduced as substrate nitridation temperature increased. After LTO 
deposition 500 ºC, 30 min., EOT of 600°C nitridation samples increased, so 700ºC was 
chosen as a optimum condition (b) Leakage current remains similar as the nitridation 
temperature increases 
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2.4 MECHANISM OF SURFACE NITRIDATION 

2.4.1 Material and Electrical Analysis 

Various chemical compositions of the layer formed by surface nitridation were 

reported, including non–stoichiometric silicon nitride and silicates [7,11]. Generally, 

NH3 anneal at a lower temperature forms SiON layer with high nitrogen concentration 

[10]. Nitrogen-silicon bond was only observed in surface nitridation sample by XPS 

analysis. It indicates that there exists thin nitride layer only in the gate stack of the 

surface nitridation sample (figure 2.3). 

Kirsh et al. analyzed interfacial layer composition from XPS result by simple 

modeling [11]. The result showed that surface nitridation sample has 15% less silicate 

than no nitridation sample, indicating that interfacial layer of surface nitridation could 

have higher dielectric constant than that of the control samples (figure 2.4).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.3     XPS shows that nitrogen peak appears only in nitridation sample. 
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Figure 2.4     No nitridation sample has 15% more silicate than nitridation sample [11] 
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High-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HR-TEM) pictures were 

shown in figure 2.5 for the dielectric layers on Si substrates after PMA at 900°C with and 

without nitridation. It is worth noting that the HfO2 deposited on surface nitrided Si 

substrate shows thicker interface layer (IL) of 15Å than that of the dielectric without 

surface nitridation (10Å). The surface-nitrided capacitor showed reduced leakage current 

density with lower EOTs compared to the control samples. This result indicates that ILs 

of surface nitrided samples have higher dielectric constants than those of the control 

samples.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.5     High resolution TEM pictures for the HfO2 deposited on Si substrate with 
(a)  without  (b) surface nitridation. Interfacial layers of the dielectrics with and 
without surface nitridation were15Å and 10Å, respectively. 
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EOT vs physical thickness plot was exhibited in figure 2.6.   

layer linterfacia of Thickness Effective
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SiO TEOT
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ε

     Equation 2.1 
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2 TSiO ⋅=
ε

ε
 

In the EOT vs physical thickness plot (figure 2.6), the slope is inversely 

proportional to dielectric constant of HfO2 and the intercept of the y-axis is the effective 

thickness of interfacial layer. Both lines for surface nitridation and no nitridation samples 

had almost identical slope of extrapolation, indicating that the compositions of both films 

are very similar. The dielectric constant of the film calculated from the slope was 19.9. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.6     EOT vs Physical thickness of HfO2. Nitridation sample shows the similar 
dielectric constant and thinner interfacial layer. 
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The y-intercept of surface nitridation sample was smaller than that of the no 

nitridation sample. It indicates that surface nitridation had an interfacial layer with 

thinner effective thickness. It can be due to either thinner physical thickness or higher 

dielectric constant material. However, we already know that surface nitridation sample 

has thicker physical thickness of interfacial layer from TEM analysis. So it can be 

concluded that the interfacial layer of surface nitridation sample has higher dielectric 

constant than that of the no nitridation sample.  

   

2.4.2 Model 

Based on the results from the various analysis, one model has been proposed to 

explain the effect of surface nitridation on the EOT and leakage current of MOSCAPs 

(figure 2.7).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.7     The schematic explanation of the function of the nitride layer. The nitride 
layer prevent the excessive interfacial layer growth. 
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Surface nitridation forms thicker nitride layer on the surface. The thickness of the 

nitride film was 12Å (from ellipsometer) to 14Å (from TEM). This layer was physically 

thicker than the interfacial layer formed in the no nitridation sample. The lower leakage 

current of the surface nitridation sample was due to this relatively thicker nitride layer. 

As for the EOT, however, the interfacial layer in the no nitridation sample contains high 

Si-O bond ratio, so the dielectric constant of the film was much lower than the nitride 

film. This resulted in a higher EOT for the no nitridation sample. 

 

2.5 ADVANTAGES OF SURFACE NITRIDATION 

2.5.1 Lower EOT 

The main purpose of surface nitridation was, of course, to reduce EOT. As shown 

in figure 2.8, EOT of surface nitridation sample was almost 2Å lower than control sample 

at the same leakage current level. Also, surface nitridation enables to push the limit of 

low EOT further down. For the same physical thickness of HfO2, leakage current was 

also reduced by an order of magnitude compared to the samples without nitridation. 

With this surface technique, we obtained an EOT of 7.1Å for MOS capacitor 

device (figure 2.9). The physical thickness of HfO2 was found to be 47Å, which was 

measured at ellipsometer. Even at this low EOT, good C-V characteristics were obtained. 

The leakage current at -1.5 V is on the order of 10-2 A/cm2. 
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Figure 2.8     Leakage current vs EOT. Nitridation samples show lower leakage current at 
the same EOT. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.9     C-V characteristics of TaN/HfO2 capacitor showing a stable saturation 
behavior. 
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2.5.2 Thermal stability 

Besides EOT and leakage reduction, surface nitridation sample showed better 

thermal stability (Figure 2.10). For samples with the same physical thickness samples 

(50Å), post metal deposition anneals with various temperature up to 950ºC were 

performed. Large EOT increase by more than 3Å was shown in no nitridation sample at 

900ºC anneal while surface nitridation sample showed around 1Å increase. This low 

increase of EOT can be attributed to the low diffusivity of oxygen through the nitride 

layer.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.10     EOT difference between nitridation and no nitridation group after post 
electrode RTA. Nitridation sample shows better thermal stability. 
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2.5.3 High breakdown field 

Surface nitridation sample shows higher dielectric breakdown field at the same 

physical thickness (figure 2.11). Also, lower distribution of the breakdown voltage was 

observed in surface nitridation sample.  

However, in time dependent dielectric breakdown (TDDB) test of the polysilicon 

gate samples, surface nitridation sample showed a lower breakdown time [12]. The 

reliability of surface nitridation sample should be studied more. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.11     Time zero dielectric breakdown field of self-aligned MOSFET devices 
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2.6 DISADVANTAGES OF SURFACE NITRIDATION 

2.6.1 Higher Hysteresis [13] 

Although surface nitridation technique gives various important advantages to the 

device, there are several crucial shortcomings to be solved for implementation. 

First, there is a large hysteresis for the surface nitridation sample. Hysteresis of 

the surface nitridaion samples (SN), 360mV is much larger than the non-nitrided ones 

(NN), 120mV. However, after post metal anneal (PMA), the hysteresis of the nitrided 

samples (SA) decreased significantly down to 45mV, which is nearly the same value 

reported for poly-Si/HfO2 devices [14] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.12     (a) Variations of hysteresis measure at 50% of maximum capacitance 
for 4 differenc sample groups. Voltages was scanned from –2.25V to 0.75V. No nitrided 
sample with PMA (NA) shows best hysteresis. 
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Even though the hysteresis value after PDA for the nitridation meets the 

specification of Vth variation, ±34mV (3σ) [15], further improvement in the interface 

quality of the nitrided film is demanded. 

 

2.6.2 Interface Quality 

Surface nitridation sample has more interface states than non nitridation. Figure 

2.14 showed interface state densities for the control and the surface nitridation sample 

after MOSFET process (Post metal anneal at 900 °C, 1min) measured by the charge 

pumping method. The schematic of charge pumping is shown in figure 2.13. Interface 

state density was calculated from equation 2.2 [16] 

 

                                                   Equation 2.2 

 

This calculation requires the captured cross sections of holes and electrons (σp, σn) 

in high-k dielectrics. Since there has been no reported conclusive value for these cross 

sections, the values of silicon dioxide were used here. 
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Figure 2.13     The schematics of charge pumping method [16] 
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density. High interface state density can be the source of Coulombic scattering of 

minority carriers inMOSFETs and, accordingly, carrier mobility can be greatly affected 

in the lower effective electric field region. We will discuss it more in the next section.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.14     Surface nitridation sample showed higher interface state density than 
control sample 
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One of the major problems of high-k gate dielectric is relatively lower carrier 

mobility than conventional SiO2 gate dielectric MOSFETs. Previously reported data 

showed that surface nitridation aggravated this problem [12]. This was believed to be due 

to higher fixed charges and interface states density in the surface nitridation sample. In 

the next chapter, how to improve the interface quality and, therefore, improve the carrier 

mobility will be discussed. 
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2.7 SUMMARY 

High quality ultra-thin HfO2 gate stacks have been fabricated using a nitridation 

surface preparation technique. It was found that by using simple NH3 RTA, extremely 

thin EOT value (7.1 Å) with low leakage (10-2A/cm2 @ –1.5V) can be achieved for MOS 

capacitors. Low EOT and leakage current was due to a thicker interfacial nitride layer 

with higher dielectric constant. This nitride layer is useful in preventing interfacial 

reaction, minimizing dopant diffusion and thus improving thermal stability. Also, the 

breakdown filed characteristic is improved by the surface nitridation. These properties 

result in excellent TaN gate MOSFET characteristics with EOT < 10 Å after conventional 

CMOS process. However, the surface nitridation gave several disadvantages on the 

device such as high hysteresis, worse interface quality and reduced carrier mobility. 
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CHAPTER 3  

FORMING GAS ANNEAL BEFORE METALLIZATION 

3.1 MOTIVATION 

As discussed in Chapter 2, surface nitridation was used to prevent the reaction 

between HfO2 and Si substrate which results in interface layer with relatively lower 

dielectric constant. Thus, it can eliminate one of high-k dielectric’s major concerns 

regarding the scalability of HfO2 deposition [1-3]. The nitride layer formed on Si 

substrate successfully blocks oxygen diffusion and formation of SiO2 interface layer. 

Although this surface nitridation has an advantage in scaling down, it also has several 

disadvantages regarding device characteristics. Particularly, this surface nitridation 

exhibited worse interface quality, such as higher interface state density and fixed charge. 

The worse interface quality degrades carrier mobility and accordingly lowers the 

operating speed [1,4]. 

Most concerns of nitrogen incorporation come from the nitrogen atoms existing 

near the channel. Therefore, there have been several attempts to reduce the negative 

impacts of nitrogen by controlling the profile of nitrogen in the high-k film instead of 

having nitrogen at the high-k/Si interface [5-9]. 

Table 3.1 lists the merits and issues of various nitrogen incorporation techniques 

for HfO2. It was found that HfOxNy also exhibits an advantage of lower EOT and leakage 

current compared to control HfO2, for both before and after post-metal deposition 

activation anneal [6]. In addition, nitrogen incorporation shows an advantage in 

crystallization temperature [10,11]. However, during the process, nitrogen goes to the 
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interface and, although it is less serious compared to surface nitridation technique, 

HfOxNy also exhibits similar problems of fixed charge and large interface state density. 

Top nitridation (TN), done by flowing nitrogen during HfO2 deposition, was just 

as effective in blocking boron diffusion with lower interface state density than surface 

nitridation [5]. Also, it was observed that hysteresis for TN sample was the lowest 

(<10mV), while surface nitridation and HfOxNy showed higher hysteresis (>200mV) 

before PMA anneal. High-temperature PMA annealing (900°C) reduced the hysteresis of 

surface nitridation and HfOxNy to < 50 mV. However, during annealing, nitrogen easily 

diffuses out so that TN loses theses advantages.  

To keep the nitrogen in the film, silicate films such as HfSiO and ZrSiO were 

used [9,12]. In fact, by incorporating both Si and N into HfO2 films (i.e. to become 

HfSiON – nitrogen-doped Hf-silicate), no crystallization was observed even after 

annealing at 1000°C. However, silicate film is less effective to reduce EOT due to its 

relatively lower dielectric constant. 

A recent study showed that high-temperature forming gas (N2:H2=96%:4%) 

[13,14,15] prior to metallization on HfO2 MOSFETs with polysilicon gate electrode 

improved the carrier mobility and subthreshold slopes significantly while other 

characteristics remained unchanged. Whether FG anneal is effective for other interface 

(e.g. surface nitridation) has not been studied in detail yet. 

In this work, the high-temperature FG annealing technique was applied to 

MOSFETs which used surface nitridation. The effect of FG annealing in the surface 

nitrided samples was evaluated. In particular, the effects of high-temperature FG 

annealing on the carrier mobility and interface properties of the MOSFETs were studied 

systematically. 
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Advantages and issues of respective nitrogen incorporation methods [8,16] 
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hydrofluoric (HF) solution and rinsed in deionized water. Immediately prior to gate 

dielectric deposition, the surface of Si wafers was annealed using a rapid thermal process 

(RTP) in NH3 ambient under 1 atm at 700°C for 30 sec. HfO2 gate dielectric was then 

deposited using magnetron dc sputtering in argon (Ar) ambient (30mTorr) at room 

temperature. Samples were then subjected to a post deposition anneal (PDA) in order to 

fully oxidize and densify the HfO2. 2000Å of tantalum nitride (TaN) gate was deposited 

by dc reactive sputtering in Ar and N2 ambient and then etched via reactive on etch (RIE) 

with CF4 gas. For source and drain of MOSFETs, 5×1015cm-2 dose of phosphorous was 

implanted at 50keV. Then low temperature oxide was deposited and source/drain 

activation was performed at 950°C. Prior to aluminum (Al) metallization, high 

temperature FG anneal was performed in a tube furnace at 600C, for 30min with a 10 

square liter per minute (SLM) FG flowing rate (figure 3. 1). Finally, aluminum was 

sputtered on the backside of the wafer.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.1     A furnace was used for high temperature anneal 

FG 
(10 slm) 600°C
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3.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Figure 3.2 shows the capacitance-gate voltage curves for MOSCAP’s with no 

surface nitridation (No-SN), surface nitridation (SN) and surface nitridation followed by 

forming gas anneal at 600ºC (SN-FG) samples. The equivalent oxide thicknesses (EOT) 

of the samples were 12, 9 and 9Å for No SN, SN, and SN-FG, respectively. It can be seen 

that the nitridation samples exhibited significantly higher capacitance. Forming gas 

anneal at 600˚C did not affect much the capacitance of the surface nitridation samples. 

However, the slope of the C-V curve around flatband voltage was much steeper for the 

FG anneal sample.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.2     SN samples exhibited much higher capacitance compared to the no SN 
sample and SN-FG showed steeper slope than SN sample 
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Figure 3.3     Interface qualities were evaluated by charge-pumping method. 
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The interface quality was further investigated using charge-pumping technique 

(Figure 3.3) [17,18]. The inset of figure 3.3 (a) illustrates the schematics of charge 

pumping with amplitude sweep. The base level (VBASE) was fixed at -1V and charge 

pumping current was measured with continuous increase of the peak level by 0.1V. In the 

previous work, it was found that FG and D2 anneal reduced interface state density (Dit) 

significantly in the No-SN samples [4]. Similar result was observed for SN samples; FG 

anneal significantly reduces the charge pumping current (ICP). Figure 3.3 (b) shows the 

Dit value change for No-SN and SN sample by FG anneal. Dit values were calculated by 

equation 2.2 in chapter 2.  

As mentioned in chapter 2, this calculation requires the captured cross section of 

holes and electrons in high-k dielectrics. Since there has been no reported conclusive 

value for these cross sections, the values of silicon dioxide were used here. Initially, 

compared to Dit of No-SN sample (9.0x1011cm-2eV-1), that of SN sample (2.3x1012cm-

2eV-1) was much higher. Although the value is still higher than FG annealed no surface 

nitridation sample, after FG anneal at 600ºC, Dit of SN sample decreased to 5.9x1011cm-

2eV-1 which is lower than no SN sample without FG anneal. 

 Figure 3.4 exhibits the drain current-gate voltage (ID-VG) characteristics of 

NMOSFETs. FG anneal improved drive current, subthreshold swing, and 

transconductance (Gm) significantly. These improvements were believed to be due to the 

lower Dit of SN-FG samples. From the subthreshold swing values, one can confirm the 

lower Dit of SN-FG samples again. Subthreshold swing of SN-FG samples (67mV/dec.) 

was lower than that of SN samples (79mV/dec.). 

Dit difference calculated from equation 3.1 was 3.5x1012 cm-2eV-1 which is greater 

than the value caculated by the equation 2.2. These results suggest that the capture cross 
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section of hafnium oxide with nitride interface might be smaller that that of silicon 

dioxide. 

 

                                                 Equation 3.1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.4     SN-FG sample exhibited higher drain current, higher transconductance and 
lower subthreshold swing 

Figure 3.5 exhibits the carrier mobilities of SN and SN-FG samples. As 

anticipated, the carrier mobility for FG anneal sample increased, particularly, at the low 
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regions. As illustrated in Figure 3.6, at the lower effective field, Coulombic scattering 
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limits the carrier mobility. Phonon scattering and surface roughness scattering causes 

mobility degradation at intermediate Eeff and at the high Eeff, respectively [19].  

The increase of the mobility in the low Eeff region indicates again that FG anneal 

is effective to reduce Coulombic scattering center such as interface states. Carrier 

mobility improvement can also be observed at the higher effective field. At 1MV/cm, the 

mobility of FG anneal samples (200cm-2/V-s), increased by 15%, compared to no anneal 

samples (165cm-2/V-s). The anneal at 600˚C (30min.) could anneal out the interface 

irregularities such as plasma damage and dislocations, so it might improve channel 

surface roughness. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.5     SN-FG sample showed higher carrier mobility than SN sample 
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Figure 3.6     Schematic diagram of dependence of mobility on Eeff in the inversion layer 
by three dominant scattering mechanisms [19] 

Figure 3.7 and figure 3.8 shows ID-VG characteristics and hole channel mobilities 

of PMOSFETs, respectively. Although, similar to NMOSFET, FG anneal improves the 

PMOSFET characteristics, the extent of improvement is not as much as in the 

NMOSFETs, particularly for high field. The difference implies that the hole mobility at 

high field was dominated by phonon scattering while the electron mobility was affected 

more by interface quality.  
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Figure 3.7     In PMOSFET, FG anneal improved ID, subthreshold swing, and Gm,max. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.8     The hole mobility as a function of effective field. The peak carrier mobility 
is improved by FG anneal. 
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The comparison between control and N2 and FG annealed PMOSFET 

characteristics were summarized in table 3.2. N2 anneal showed a very limited 

improvement in the MOSFET characteristics compared to FG anneal, particularly in 

subthreshold swing and carrier mobility (Figure 3.7 and 3.8). From this result, the 

improved MOSFET characteristics of FG annealed samples can be attributed to both the 

additional thermal budget of high temperature anneal and the improvement of interface 

quality caused by the hydrogen atoms.  
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hydrogen did not diffuse into the nitride layer/Si interface, FG anneal sample showed 

improved interface quality. Thus, the interface between HfO2 and nitride layer also has an 

influence on Coulombic scattering in the channel and, accordingly, affects the channel 

carrier mobility.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.9     Relative measure of H, O, SiN, Si and TaN near HfO2 dielectric and Si 
substrate interface. The count rates of each species have been scaled by different ratio in 
order display in a single graph 
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density and interface charges. These improvements were shown to result from both the 

additional thermal budget of high temperature anneal and the improvement of interface 

quality caused by the hydrogen atoms near the interface. 
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CHAPTER 4  

FABRICATION OF HIGH QUALITY ULTRA-THIN HFO2 GATE 
DIELECTRIC MOSFETS USING DEUTERIUM ANNEAL 

4.1 MOTIVATION 

Although HfO2 seems to be most promising because of its relatively superior 

scalability along with high dielectric constants (~20-25), thermal scalibility on silicon 

substrate and good compatibility with the polysilicon gate process [1, 2], MOSFETs with 

HfO2 still has several problems for high performance applications. Particularly, relatively 

low mobility of high-k dielectrics compared to the universal curve has been a serious 

obstacle to overcome. In the previous chapter, it was demonstrated that high temperature 

(600ºC) post metal anneal (PMA) in forming gas (FG) prior to metallization improved 

channel carrier mobility as well as subthreshold slope of HfO2 [3-5].  

Despite the improved performance, FG anneal could potentially result in adverse 

effects on HfO2 MOSFET properties. It is generally believed that hydrogen is responsible 

for generation of trapped charges and interfacial states in SiO2/Si device [6,7]. Hydrogen 

is also believed to be a source of degradation of SiO2 gate dielectric MOS transistor 

performance resulting from channel hot electrons. According to established theory, this 

process occurs as the result of hot electrons stimulating the desorption of hydrogen from 

the Si/SiO2 (channel/gate oxide) interface [8-13].  

Lyding et al. have demonstrated an alternative process during which the interface 

states are passivated by deuterium instead of hydrogen [8-10], and have reported NMOS 

transistor lifetime improvements of larger than a factor of 10. It was discovered that 
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deuterium is much more difficult to remove under the conditions used to desorb hydrogen 

because of its heavier atomic weight. 

Kimizuka et al. demonstrated that the hydrogen terminated silicon bond is the 

precursor for fixed charges and interface states and is the origin of NBTI degradation in 

ultra-thin SiO2 dielectric PMOSFET [14]. They successfully reduced NBTI degradation 

using deuterium. Deuterium PMA suppressed the Vth shift compared to the hydrogen 

PMA. Similar to the hot-carrier injection experiment [10], a giant isotope effect in NBTI 

was observed.  

In this work, as an alternative of the high-temperature FG annealing to reduce the 

disadvantages stated above, high-temperature deuterium (D2) annealing has been studied. 

The effects of D2 annealing on N and PMOSFETs with HfO2 gate dielectric and TaN gate 

electrode has been studied for the first time. D2 anneal has been found to be effective in 

reducing NBTI [15] and improving hot carrier reliability [16]. 

 

4.2 SAMPLE PREPARATION AND PROCESS OPTIMIZATION 

The process flow for MOSCAP and MOSFET with TaN/HfO2 stacks is same as 

the process summarized in chaper 2 and 3. Magnetron sputtering of hafnium followed by 

RTA reoxidation (600ºC, 40sec) process was used to deposit ultrathin HfO2. The physical 

thickness of HfO2 (~50Å) was measured using a single wavelength ellipsometer. TaN 

electrode for both nMOS and pMOS was deposited using reactive dc magnetron 

sputtering, followed by reactive ion etch (RIE) in CF4 gas ambient. Prior to aluminum 

(Al) metallization, a high-temperature (600-700ºC) anneal was performed in a furnace 

using either N2, forming gas (4% of H2 / 96% of N2), or dilute D2 gas (4% of D2 / 96% of 

N2) with 10 standard liter per minute (SLM) flow rate. ‘Control’ samples were not 

subjected to this anneal. 
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Since carrier mobility improvement has been saturated above 600ºC, D2 anneal at 

600ºC was chosen as the standard D2 anneal condition in order to reduce the overall 

thermal budget on the devices.   

 

4.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

4.3.1 Interface quality improvement and MOSFET characteristics 

NMOSCAP characteristics of the control (non-anneal), FG and D2 anneal at 

600ºC are shown in Figure 4.1. In the C-V measurement, the saturation capacitance 

values for the control, FG anneal, and D2 anneal samples were almost identical while the 

FG and D2 anneal sample showed much steeper curves compared to the control sample, 

indicating the annealed samples have less interface state density (Dit). After PMA (900ºC, 

1min), the hysteresis of FG and D2 anneal sample are 37 – 40 mV. They are slightly 

lower than that of control sample (48mV). However the improvement is not significant 

(Figure 4.2), indicating that the charge trapping behavior is not affected much. 
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Figure 4.1     C-V curves for control, FG and D2 anneal samples 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.2     Hysteresis vs anneal conditions. FG and D2 annealed samples showed 
reduced hysteresis. 
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In order to measure interface state density of FG and D2 annealed samples, 

charge-pumping measurement was performed using square-shape pulse [17,18]. The 

setup for the measurement was described in the chapter 3. The rise and fall time of the 

pulse, frequency and amplitude were 50ns, 1MHz, and 2V, respectively. To calculate the 

interface state density, capture cross sections of carriers were required. Because the 

capture cross section of high-k material is still pretty much unknown and the composition 

of the interface layer was similar to SiO2, the value of SiO2 was used in this paper. The 

Dit values of FG and D2 annealed samples were 1.4×1011cm-2eV-1 while that of the control 

sample was 9.0×1011cm-2eV-1. Also, this lower Dit resulted in smaller subthreshold swing 

(Figure 4. 3). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.3     Interface state density and subthreshold swing of NMOSFETs were 
improved by FG and D2 anneal. Dit was measured by charge pumping method [17,18]. 
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ID-VG and ID-VD for NMOSFETs of the control, FG anneal, and D2 anneal 

samples are shown in Figure 4.4. Although D2 anneal samples showed slightly better 

drain current, both FG anneal and D2 anneal sample exhibited significantly higher drive 

current and lower subthreshold swing than the control samples. Both FG and D2 annealed 

samples showed higher Gm values. Along with the previous work’s result [3,5] which 

were performed for the devices with HfO2 gate dielectric/poly silicon gate, these results 

indicate that, regardless of gate materials, FG anneal is effective in improving MOSFET 

characteristics with HfO2 gate dielectric and D2 anneal is as effective as FG anneal.  
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Figure 4.4     ID-VG and ID-VD characteristics of NMOSFETs. D2 is more effective than 
FG in improving ID and Gm properties. 
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In Figure 4.5, electron mobilities of NMOSFETs were plotted. These mobilities 

were calculated from ID-VG and split C-V characteristics. FG and D2 anneal samples 

exhibited enhanced mobility by more than 30% at effective field of 1MV/cm. Beside the 

mobility at 1MV/cm, the peak value at lower effective field also showed a significant 

increase. The results support the contention that FG and D2 anneal provides better 

interface quality and they improve carrier mobility. This implies that the FG and D2 

annealed samples have less Coulomb scattering centers [19]. Accordingly, drive currents 

of FG and D2 anneal samples, which were obtained from ID-VD characteristics, were also 

substantially enhanced.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.5     The electron channel mobility as a function of effective field. Both high 
field and peak mobilites were improved by FG and D2 anneal. 
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Figure 4.6     SIMS analysis on the D2 annealed sample, showing that the peak of 
deuterium atoms appears near HfO2/Si interface. 

In secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS) analysis of HfO2 dielectric devices, 

similar to hydrogen atoms in FG anneal case (Figure 3.9), deuterium atoms were found to 

be mostly near HfO2 and Si interface (Figure 4.6). The SIMS results as well lower Dit 

values of FG and D2 annealed samples explain the role of hydrogen and deuterium atoms. 

As reported for SiO2 previously [13], in HfO2 dielectric devices, deuterium atoms appear 

to be combined with the dangling bonds located at the interface between dielectric and 

silicon and reduce the active interface state density. Deuterium atom has higher atomic 

weight than hydrogen, so it requires higher energy to be removed from the interface. 
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4.3.2 Device Reliability 

So far, the experimental results have shown that the advantages of D2 anneal are 

similar to those of FG anneal shown in chapter 3. This prompts the next question as to  

whether D2 anneal has any significant advantage compared to FG anneal. In order to 

answer this question, reliability studies were performed comparing the two treatments.  

In Figure 4.7, it is seen that FG anneal exhibits reduced dielectric breakdown 

voltage compared to the control sample. It is believed to be due to slightly higher leakage 

current of FG anneal sample. However, D2 anneal sample does not show any increase of 

leakage current and also had little effect on breakdown voltage degradation (Figure 4.7).  
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Figure 4.7     Leakage current vs gate voltage for NMOSCAP. Time zero dielectric 
breakdown voltage of self-aligned NMOSFET devices.  
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Vth shift and Gm degradation under high substrate current (ISUB) stress condition 

are summarized in Figure 4.8. FG anneal showed much bigger Gm degradation and Vth 

shift than the control and D2 anneal sample. This result suggests that the hot electron 

stress degradation in HfO2 MOSFET is strongly related to presence of hydrogen in the 

HfO2/Si interface and MOSFET with D2 anneal would be more resilient to hot electron 

stress than FG anneal, as was reported in SiO2 devices [8-13]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.8     Under high ISUB stress condition, D2 annealed NMOSFET showed smaller 
shift of threshold voltage than the FG sample. 
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Figure 4.9 shows the lifetime projection from negative bias temperature instability 

(NBTI) measurements on PMOSFETs. All 3 samples showed similar behaviors with 10-

year lifetime at room temperature. However, under high temperature stress, unlike FG 

anneal, D2 anneal did not degrade the lifetime. This result also supports the theory that, 

similar to SiO2 case, NBTI in HfO2 is closely related to Si-H bond. Similar to 

improvement in SiO2 PMOS NBTI, D2 anneal was observed to improve NBTI in HfO2 

PMOS devices. Ogawa et al. developed a theory on NBTI according to diffusion-reaction 

model [6] and successfully explained experimental results including time evolution and 

temperature dependence. In this model, generation of Not and Nit is believed to be caused 

by the diffusion of hydrogen-related species.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.9     Lifetime projection from the negative bias temperature instability of 
PMOSFET. 
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After a 1000sec positive bias stress on NMOSFET at high temperature (125°C), 

the change in interface states (∆Nit) and oxide trapped charges (∆Not) were calculated 

from VG,mg and Vt shift separation technique (Figure 4.10) [20].  
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From equation 4.2, we can get a VG,mg. The difference between VG,mg and Vth 

results from trapped charges (∆Not). From the degradation in subthreshold swing, 

increase in interface state density (∆Nit) can be obtained. 

D2 anneal suppressed the increase of Nit and Not more effectively than FG anneal 

and the control process.  
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Figure 4.10     Increase of ∆Nit and ∆Not After 1000 sec of positive bias stress on 
NMOSFET at high temperature, were calculated from Vmidgap and Vt shift [20]. 
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Figure 4.11     D2 anneal exhibits highest resistance to the subthreshold swing 
increase under positive bias stress on NMOSFETs, particularly at high temperature. 
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deuterium atoms incorporated during dielectric deposition can stay in the film after the 

conventional CMOS process. 

Lee et al. have reported the effect of high pressure (10-20atm) D2 anneal on TiN 

gate NMOS with high-k gate dielectric [23]. It improved carrier mobility by 10-15% with 

400 °C high pressure D2 anneal. Major contribution to this improvement came from the 

reduction of interface states. Number of interface states, Nit, is reduced from ~8×1011/cm2 

to ~8×1010/cm2 after the high pressure anneal [22]. It is emphasized that deuterium can be 

incorporated at low temperature (400°C) and despite of nitride passivation layer. [23] 

 

4.4 SUMMARY 

Both forming gas and deuterium anneal exhibited the improved interface qualities 

and resulted in better MOSFET characteristics such as higher drive current, lower 

subthreshold swing, and higher mobility in comparison to control (non-anneal) samples. 

These improvements resulted from both the additional thermal budget of high 

temperature anneal and the improvement of interface quality caused by the hydrogen and 

deuterium atoms. Unlike FG annealed samples, D2 anneal showed negligible degradation 

of reliability such as TZDB, hot carrier stress, NBTI, and trapped charge.  
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CHAPTER 5  

RELIABILITY OF HAFNIUM SILICATE DIELECTRIC MOSFETS 

5.1 MOTIVATION 

HfSiON dielectric has been investigated intensively because of its high 

crystallization temperature and good compatibility of conventional CMOS process [1-5].   

However, many properties of the HfSiON films such as charge trapping and reliability 

characteristics are not well understood. This chapter discusses reliability characteristics 

of HfSiON MOSFETs during the constant bias stress.  

One of challenges in the implementation of high-k dielectrics is Vth instability 

behavior during the stress [6-10]. Gusev et al. has observed the significant threshold 

voltage shift during constant voltage stress [11] and hot carrier injection on atomic layer 

deposition (ALD) HfO2 [12].  

Our group has reported that Vth degradaion of NMOS PBTI was primarily caused 

by charge trapping in bulk high-k rather than interfacial degradation [6]. This instability 

of threshold voltage is believed to be due to charge filling in the existing traps. Zarfar et 

al. developed a model for trapping of charges in the existing traps based on experimental 

data. [8]. Vth instability due to charge trapping is a potential concern for the high-k 

dielectrics, because high-k dielectric has relatively higher charge trapping behavior and 

subsequent bigger Vth shift during the stress compared to SiO2 dielectric. High-k 

dielectric is believed to have more structural defects inside. Unlike conventional SiO2 

dielectric, where electronic polarization plays the major role, the most important 

contribution to the value of dielectric constant in high-k materials comes from the dipole-

active displacements of the transition metal ions facilitated by their d-electrons [13]. The 
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chemical bonding involving d-electrons leads to high vulnerability of the high-k 

dielectrics to the formation of structural defects during the deposition process. These 

atomic defects can be a source of fixed charges and electron traps [14], where the latter 

may affect not only device performance (mobility, threshold voltage) but its reliability as 

well. Also high-k dielectric is well known for its easy crystallization compared to silicon 

dioxide dielectric. However, its effect on the charge trapping behavior is not clear. 

Vth shift due to charge traps are not stable and can be easily detrapped once the 

stress bias is removed [15][16]. Because of this fast trapping and detrapping behavior, the 

characteristics of devices with high-k gate dielectric are expected to be significantly 

history dependent. Although the implication of this phenomenon is huge, detrapping 

mechanism and properties of the traps in high-k dielectric films have not been studied 

systematically. 

Previously, the polarity dependence of stress induced dielectric wearout has been 

reported in the nMOSFET with the poly-Si/HfSiON/nitrided interface gate stack [17,18]. 

In the case of the positive bias stress (substrate injection), electrons can be trapped into 

the high-k layer resulting in a shift of the threshold voltage with minimal degradation on 

the interface quality. On the other hand, negative gate bias stress induces significant 

interface degradation, as was demonstrated in [17].  Interface defects generated by the 

negative gate voltage stress increase the gate leakage at a bias near threshold voltage 

region and degrade the subthreshold swing. Although NMOS devices are operated at 

positive gate bias, a portion of the gate near the drain can be subjected to the negative 

bias stress when the NMOS transistor is in a stand-by state (Vd=VDD and Vg=0V), 

potentialy leading to high-k dielectric degradation, which is localized near the gate to 

drain overlap region [19].  
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In the first part of the chapter, Vth shifts under various the stress biases and 

durations were monitored and the relaxation of stress induced Vth shifts are discussed. 

And possible mechanism and the implication of stress relaxation behavior will be 

introduced. 

In the next section, the polarity dependence effects in the NMOS transistors are 

and its implication in the real CMOS application will be discussed in detail. 

 

5.2 EXPERIMENT FOR CHARGE TRAPPING AND DETRAPPING 

5.2.1 Sample preparation and Measurement 

70nm NMOSFETs with TiN/ polysilicon stack gate and 3.5nm HfSiON (20% 

SiO2) gate dielectric are used in this work. These NMOSFETs are well optimized for the 

best performance. Long channel devices (1um) are used to avoid the short channel effects 

and the threshold voltage and the inversion equivalent oxide thickness of these devices 

are ~0.8V and 18.5Å respectively. LDD and halo are optimized to ensure a proper 

overlap of LDD and control of short channel behavior.  

Positive bias stress of 2.0V, 2.3V, 2.6V and TiN gate are used to see the Vth shift 

due to the charging in the high-k layer under the substrate injection condition [17]. 

Source, drain and substrate are grounded during the positive bias stress. Vth change is 

monitored by measuring the drain current-gate voltage (Id-Vg) characteristics for three 

times per every decade with a minimal interruption of the stress.   

During Id-Vg measurement, the range of gate bias scan is limited to 0V-1.2V to 

minimize an additional stress on the device.  After turning off the stress applied for a 

various duration in the range of 1sec-10,000sec, the Vth change is continuously monitored 

for 10,000sec to investigate the relaxation chararcteristics. (Figure 5.1) 
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Figure 5.1     Schematic of measurement set-up. Inset of the plot shows the stress and 
sensing set-up 
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5.2.2 Observation of Charge trapping and detrapping 

Under 2.6V of FN stress on NMOSFET with HfSiON gate dielectric, the 

threshold voltage was shifted to positive direction due to negative charges built up within 

the HfSiON layer (Figure 5.2). Parallel shift of Id-Vg curve indicates that the interface 

qualities are not degraded significantly despite of significant electron charging. 

Interestingly, after turning off the FN stress, a rapid turn around of VT shift was observed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.2     Threshold voltage exhibit a relaxation effect after the stress was removed 
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As shown in figure 5.3, Vth is shifted significantly at the beginning of stress cycle 

and as the stress continues, the Vth shift approaches to a saturated value. The shift can be 

fitted to an power law function up to 10,000 sec as shown in S. Zafar’s work[8]. Once the 

stress bias is turned off, Vth shift starts to decrease rapidly.  Although there might be an 

error due to the additional stress during the Id-Vg measurement to measure Vth itself, it is 

clear that this relaxation does not fully recover the Vth shift caused by the positive bias 

stress.  The residual Vth shift appears to be determined by the balance between the built-

in potential due to trapped charges and the barrier height for detrapping [16]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.3     Stress and relaxation scheme and Vth behavior during stress and wait time at 
Vg= 2.3 and 2.6V stress condition. 
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characteristics after various stress bias and stress duration are shown in the inset of figure 

5.4. In the range of 10sec to 10,000sec, Vth recovery trends appear to follow the relation 

of ∆Vth = a + b·log[Time]  (a, b are constants).  Since the accuracy of Vth measurement 

is limited as discussed above, the curve fitting results should be considered as a rough 

approximation, but relative differences in the relaxation characteristics of samples after 

different stress conditions can be compared using the relaxation rate b.  The relaxation 

rates summarized in figure 5.4 shows that the stress bias is the most significant factor 

affecting the relaxation rates.  Relaxation rates are higher for the samples stressed at 

higher stress biases.  At the same stress bias, relaxation rates are higher as the stress 

time become shorter.  It is interesting to notice that the relaxation of 2.6V, 100sec stress 

was much faster than 2.3V, 10000sec stress although both samples showed similar ∆Vth 

(~100mV) after the stress. This result indicates that the relation between the relaxation 

rate and ∆Vth are more complex than what was proposed in the prior work [15]. 
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Figure 5.4     The relaxation behavior was shown in (a). The rates of relaxation were 
summarized in (b) 
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The relationship between the total injected charges during the stress and ∆Vth 

changes shows that the threshold voltage shift is more strongly dependent on the stress 

bias than the total injected charge (Figure 5.5).  At the lower stress bias, even when the 

total injected charge is higher, ∆Vth is smaller than the higher stress bias case. 

Open symbols represent the amount of Vth changes during the relaxation. At the 

same stress bias, shorter stressed sample showed larger Vth change during relaxation than 

longer stressed sample.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.5     Vth shift and amount of relaxation was determined by stress bias and time 
not by injected charges. 
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within the dielectric if they did not have same history of stress.  Therefore, when the 

stress is removed, the built-in potential, i.e. a driving force for detrapping, can be 

different and those samples show different behavior of relaxation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.6     Schematic explanation of stress and relaxation process with different bias 
conditions 
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This relaxation effect can be utilized to explain the result of dynamic reliability 

test with a pulse stress.  The previous work showed the result of dynamic reliability 

behavior for HfO2 dielectric was quite different from that of DC bias reliability test 

depending on stress frequency and duty cycle, but actual mechanism has not been 

understood clearly [20][21].  The inset of figure 5.7 exhibits the Vth instability during 

stresses with different duty cycle. As the duty cycle of stress pulse became smaller, the 

amount of Vth shift became shorter, indicating that more relaxation occurred during 

longer off-time. Vth instability of dynamic stress test was also dependent on pulse stress 

frequency. The higher frequency stress caused smaller change of Vth (figure 5.7). It is 

agreement with the observation that the relaxation rate becomes higher as the stress time 

becomes shorter.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.7     Frequency and duty cycle dependence of threshold voltage instability 
characteristics at Vg - VTin = 1.9 V [21] 
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5.2.3 Discussion on charge trapping and detrapping 

Hf based oxide NMOSFET, which experienced FN stress, exhibited significant 

amount of relaxation after the stress was removed. The samples with different stress 

condition exhibited different amount and rate of relaxation, depending on the stress bias 

and time, not simply on the total injected charges or initial Vth change.  It is proposed 

that different stress bias and time generate different profile of trapped electrons and, 

accordingly, different rate of relaxation behavior is shown. This relaxation behavior can 

explain the results of dynamic stress reliability of high-k gate dielectric.  

This understanding leads to the completely different view on the reliability of 

high-k gate dielectric.  As explained above, when Vth shift or Id,sat reduction is 

monitored right after the stress as is the normal case for conventional DC measurement, 

the results will underestimate the lifetime of high-k gate dielectric. On the other hand, 

strong relaxation at higher stress bias and weak relaxation at lower stress bias makes the 

lifetime projection based on high stress results less credible.  In fact, the definition for 

the lifetime of high-k gate dielectric may need to be redefined because most of traps in 

high-k gate dielectric are reversible [17,22] and most of reliability data obtained from the 

constant bias stress such as CV-TDDB, NBTI, and HCI are actually more affected by the 

accumulation of reversible charges than the traditional defect generation mechanisms 

known for SiO2 based gate dielectrics.  Basic assumption underlying the traditional 

reliability tests, i.e. the constant bias stress at the severe environments such as high 

electric field and high temperature can be extrapolated to predict the reliability of device 

at the real circuit environment.  However, due to many reasons discussed above, this 

assumption is less likely true for high-k gate dielectric, but it is encouraging that the 

conventional DC stress tests are supposed to underestimate the lifetime of high-k gate 
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dielectric.  In real circuit, the critical portion of circuits that needs high-k gate dielectric 

are operated at extremely high frequency and the transient charging will not cause a 

significant degradation.   

 

5.3 POLARITY DEPENDENCE DIELECTRIC WEAROUT 

5.3.1 Sample preparation and measurement 

The nMOSFET device fabrication process is following. To grow high quality 

interface stack layer between Si substrate and high-k dielectric, O3 cleaning and NH3 

annealing were performed prior to MOCVD HfSiO deposition. HfSiO was deposited by 

MOCVD.  The ratio of Hf and Si was found to be 4:1 by XPS analysis. Nitrogen was 

incorporated in the dielectric by subsequent NH3 post deposition anneal (PDA). In figure 

5.8, device stress set-up is explained. Series of one second-long positive stress pulses are 

applied while the magnitude of stress bias was increased by 0.1Vat each step [23]. 

Between each subsequent stress, Id-Vg and accumulation I-V were measured on different 

MOSFET devices. Also, charge pumping was performed at 1MHz to check the 

generation of interface states.  In the same manner, negative bias stress was applied on 

different devices 
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Figure 5.8     Schematic of step-function stress set-up [23] 
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5.3.2 Observation of polarity dependence wearout of dielectric 

The behavior of Id-Vg curves after the positive and negative bias stress is 

depicted in figure 5.9. The dielectric breakdowns were observed after 2.4V and –2.6V 

stress in positive and negative bias cases, respectively. After the positive bias stress, Id-

Vg curves are shifted in parallel without changing the subthreshold swings.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.9     The behavior of Id-Vg curves change by positive and negative stress 
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It indicates that positive stress increased the amount of negative charge in the bulk 

high-k dielectric rather than generating interface states. However, in negative bias stress, 

clear subthreshold swing degradation was observed, which indicates there is an interface 

states increase. In figure 5.10, the maximum transconductance (Gm,max) degradation and 

subthreshold swing degradation behavior are exhibited. Before the breakdown, negative 

bias stress degraded the Gm, max more severely than positive bias stress. The 

subthreshold swing was degraded only slightly by the positive stress and the degradation 

is quickly saturated. However, negative bias stress caused a larger monotonic increase in 

the swing until a physical breakdown occurred. The interface state density measured by 

charge pumping method confirmed that the negative bias degraded interface quality more 

severely (Figure 5.11). Until the breakdown occurred, negative bias increases the 

interface state density by over 40% while the positive stress increase by only 10%.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.10     The maximum transconductance was more decreased by negative bias 
than positive bias stress. Subthreshold swing was more significantly degraded by 
negative bias stress 
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Figure 5.11     ICP did not change much in positive bias stress. However, in the 
negative bias case, ICP was increased gradually by the increase of stress. It was in good 
agreement with subthreshold swing behavior 
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Figure 5.12 shows gate leakage current increase after each stress. Only negative 

bias stress exhibited clear low voltage stress-induced-leakage-current (LVSILC) behavior 

around threshold voltage (~0.3V) region. This LVSILC behavior was explained by local 

interface state increase around that gate voltage [23], which is in good agreement with the 

swing degradation behavior.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.12     LVSILC behavior was observed around VTh only in negative bias case 
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In the accumulation IV characteristics (figure 5.13), LVSILC behavior was 

observed around flatband voltage (~ -1V) in positive bias stress, while negative bias 

stress increased the current in smaller gate voltage region. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.13     LVSILC behavior was observed around VFB only in positive bias case 
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Figure 5.14 (a) and (b) illustrates our model for the degradation mechanism by 

positive and negative bias stress, respectively. After positive stress, the interface 

degradation occurred at higher energy band region and it did not affect subthreshold 

swing because Id-Vg was scanned at lower energy band region. However, negative bias 

stress gave more degradation on the lower energy band interface area so that subthreshold 

swing was degraded significantly. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.14     Schematic explanation of degradation area by respective stresses 
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5.3.3 Gate injection during nMOSFET operation 

In the CMOS operation condition, negative bias is rarely applied to the gate of 

NMOS and the worst degradation under the negative bias does not happen.  However, in 

off state, while 0V is applied to the gate, drain can be biased with VDD.  Then, gate to 

drain bias is effectively in negative bias state and the drain side edge can be degraded.   

Even though the overlap region is relatively small (<10nm), transistor turn on 

characteristics can be significantly affected and the reliability of transistor can be 

seriously degraded. 

To investigate the impact of drain to gate stress, the step-function stress bias was 

applied on source and drain while gate and substrate were grounded as shown in figure 5. 

15.  By stressing both source and drain, an additional degradation due to the channel 

carrier movement such as hot carrier degradation can be eliminated. The stress bias is 

increased from 2.0V to 3.5V with a step of 0.1V. Between each stress, Id-Vg 

characteristics are measured at Vd=50mV.      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.15     Stress bias was applied on both drain and source.  
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Figure 5.16     After stresses on both source and drain, Id-Vg characteristics of 
nMOSFET with (a) 1µm of gate length and  (b) 0.1µm of gate length are measured 
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becomes more pronounced after the stress bias higher than 3.0V. Gate length dependence 

of device degradation can be explained by the ratio of stressed area (gate/drain 

overlapped region) to the channel length.  As the channel length is reduced, the stressed 

region becomes the significant portion of channel length.  Thus, this kind of degradation 

can be a serious challenge to the implementation of high-k gate dielectric in very scaled 

devices.   

 

5.3.4 Asymmetric degradation by Drain Stress 

In the real circuit environment, one side of source and drain is more often biased 

while the other side is grounded.  To investigate the effect of drain to gate stress in real 

circuit condition, the positive stress bias is applied only on the drain side from 2.0V to 

3.5V with a step of 0.1V. Again, Id-Vg characteristics are measured between each stress 

pulse. Then, to find the effect of localized stress, the symmetry of transistor is checked by 

measuring Id-Vg curve while switching source and drain. 

As shown in figure 5.17, Id-Vg and Gm characteristics of 0.1µm long nMOSFET 

before and after the drain to gate stress are measured twice: first, when a 50mV of drain 

bias is applied at the stressed side (“drain to source”). Second, by switching source and 

drain, the drain bias is applied at the non stressed side (“source to drain). 
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Figure 5.17     Bias set up during stress and Id-Vg measurements of “drain to source” 
and “source to drain” 
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Figure 5.18     (a) Before and (b) after stress, Id-Vg characteristics of “drain to 
source” and “source to drain” 
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Before the stress (Figure 5. 18(a)), the Id-Vg characteristics of the “source to 

drain” and “drain to source” test configurations are almost identical in terms of the 

subthreshold swing and transconductance values. The observed small shift may be due to 

the charging during the first Id-Vg measurement.  

As expected, after the stress, the Id-Vg characteristics became significantly 

asymmetric. Id-Vg measured with the “drain to source” test condition showed much 

higher degradation than the “source to drain” one. As a result of the stress, the 

subthreshold swing of the “drain to source” test degraded more severely than that of the 

“source to drain” (Figure 5. 18(b)).  Also, a transconductance degradation was observed 

only in the “drain to source” measurement.  This result matches with the negative gate 

bias stress result shown in figure 5. 9. The interface states localized at the portion of the 

gate dielectric near the drain degraded the swing and transconductance in the “drain to 

source” measurements, and Vth is reduced. However, the “source to drain” measurements 

are less affected by the interface states in the drain portion of the gate.  

 

5.3.5 Summary and Discussion on Polarity dependence wearout 

Polarity dependent stress induced degradation was observed on the MOSFET with 

HfSiON gate dielectric. Each stress gave degradation of dielectric on different energy 

band region. Negative bias stress degraded lower energy band area which includes 

depletion and inversion region so that more significant increase of interface states and, 

accordingly, degradation of subthreshold swing were observed. This was confirmed by 

LVSILC behavior. 

Effects of the localized stress are investigated to address degradation mechanisms 

during the off-state cycle. It is suggested that the drain to gate stress can damage the area 

of the high-k gate dielectric near the drain, resulting in asymmetric subthreshold swing 
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degradation. Since this effect is more prominent in short channel MOSFETs, drain to gate 

stress during the off-state may play a greater role in the scaled devices. 
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CHAPTER 6  

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

6.1 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

Continuous downscaling of the metal oxide semiconductor field transistor’s 

(MOSFET) dimensions has been the major driving forces in evolving the electronics 

industry for the past several decades. However, as the device dimension shrinks into 100 

nanometer regime, SiO2 based gate dielectric is facing serious challenges such as high 

leakage, impurity diffusion, gate etch stop and dielectric thickness uniformity across a 

300 mm wafer. Consequently, high-k dielectric material is expected to replace 

conventional SiO2 gate dielectrics. Amongst all the materials investigated, HfO2 and its 

silicate appear to be the most promising candidates. These films are thermodynamically 

stable in contact with Si, with reasonable energy bandgap (>5eV), moderate dielectric 

constant (~25) and good thermal expansion matching with Si.  

However, scaling of Hf-based high-k dielectrics has been limited due to the 

interfacial layer formation. Even though HfO2 is thermodynamically stable on Si, oxygen 

diffusion during thermal processing can result in the interfacial layer growth and a 

consequent increase in EOT. Also, boron penetration into the HfO2 films may result in 

threshold voltage shift and reliability degradation. Thus, NH3 surface nitridation is 

investigated to reduce EOT and to improve reliability.  

High quality MOSCAP and MOSFET with TaN/HfO2 gate stacks have been 

fabricated using surface nitridation technique. Low EOT and low leakage current due to 

interfacial nitride layer with higher dielectric constant have been demonstrated. The 
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interfacial nitride layer is found to be useful in preventing interfacial reaction and thus 

improving thermal stability, as well as minimizing dopant diffusion, and improving 

breakdown field. However, the surface nitridation showed several disadvantages such as 

high hysteresis, worse interface quality and lower carrier mobility. 

To improve the interface quality of surface nitridation sample, high temperature 

FG anneal has been investigated. By adopting 600°C FG anneal prior to metallization, the 

carrier mobility of HfO2 gate dielectric MOSFETs with TaN gate electrode is improved 

significantly. The lower interface state density, which was confirmed by charge-pumping 

method and subthreshold swing, is identified as a source of the mobility improvement. 

Confirming this conclusion, SIMS analysis showed that the hydrogen atoms are highly 

concentrated at the interface between HfO2 dielectric and nitride layer. 

However, despite the improved performance, FG anneal potentially results in 

adverse effects on HfO2 MOSFET properties because of hydrogen atoms near the 

interface. Hydrogen atoms are believed to be the source of worse reliability 

characteristics like hot carrier degradation, NBTI and lower breakdown field. By 

replacing hydrogen atoms with heavier deuterium atoms, negligible degradation of 

reliability such as TZDB, hot carrier stress, NBTI, and trapped charge has been realized 

without losing the merits of improved MOSFET characteristics such as higher drive 

current, lower subthreshold swing, and higher mobility in comparison to control (non-

anneal) samples. 

Finally, reliability issues of HfSiON NMOSFET have been investigated including 

stress relaxation and polarity dependence of dielectric wearout mechanism. When the 

constant stress bias was removed, a significant portion of threshold voltage shift due to 

the stress bias was found to be relaxed. The samples with different stress condition 

exhibited different amount and rate of relaxation, depending on the stress bias and time, 
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not simply on the total injected charges or initial Vth change. It is proposed that the 

different stress bias and time generate a different profile of trapped electrons and, 

accordingly, a different rate of relaxation behavior. The results of dynamic stress 

reliability of high-k gate dielectric have been explained by this relaxation behavior. 

Considering the fact that the real circuit operates at high frequency and low duty 

cycle, the reliability of high-k dielectric evaluated using conventional DC stress tests are 

excessively pessimistic to predict the long-term reliability of high-k gate dielectric. 

Polarity dependent stress induced degradation was observed on the MOSFET with 

HfSiON gate dielectric. Each polarity type stress degrades of the HfSiON gate dielectric 

at different energy band regions. Negative bias stress degraded lower energy band area 

that includes depletion and inversion region so that more significant increase of interface 

states and, accordingly, degradation of subthreshold swing were observed. This was 

confirmed by LVSILC behavior. 

Effects of the localized stress are investigated to address degradation mechanisms 

during the off-state cycle. It is suggested that the drain to gate stress can damage the area 

of the high-k gate dielectric near the drain, resulting in asymmetric subthreshold swing 

degradation. Since this effect is more prominent in short channel MOSFETs, drain to gate 

stress during the off-state may play a greater role in the scaled devices. 

 

6.2 FUTURE WORK 

Throughout this dissertation, many of challenges which block the implementation 

of hafnium based oxide have been analyzed and feasibilities of potential solutions have 

been evaluated.  
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However, there are still much works remained to be done before these materials 

can be adopted into main stream of MOS technology. Possible future works on HfO2 and 

HfSiOxNy gate dielectrics are summarized in the following. 

Further scaling is required. The technology node which high-k dielectric needs to 

be inserted requires below 8Å of equivalent oxide thickness after CMOS process. Due to 

the interface layer, which mostly consists of lower dielectric material, this target becomes 

more difficult to meet.  

Carrier mobility lower than SiO2 device is still one of the biggest obstacles to 

HfO2. It is not clear whether the degradation of mobility results from intrinsic properties 

of HfO2 or extrinsic effects. Although high-temperature FG and deuterium anneal has 

improved interface quality, further study to understand the phenomena and subsequent 

effort to improve the carrier mobility will be required. 

Vth control problem of poly/high-k PMOSFET is one of the most serious 

problems facing high-k applications. The root cause of large Vth shift is not clearly 

understood at this point, but polysilicon gate PMOS with high-k dielectric does not work 

as successfully as with SiO2. The threshold voltage is not stable and the value is shifted to 

negative side by ~0.5V. In addition, metal gate candidate with PMOS compatible work 

function has not been emerged yet. Due to these reasons, reliable PMOSFETs have not 

been fabricated so far and, thus, data of performance and reliability of PMOSFETs are 

not enough. 

Charge trapping and its effect on MOSFET performance is one of the emerging 

problems for high-k gate dielectric. Also, the characteristics of the charge traps in the 

high-k dielectric are not clearly understood yet. Its dependence on temperature, bias 

stress, stress frequency should be explored further. Also, in chapter 5, it was pointed out 

that conventional reliability test methods predict the reliability of high-k dielectric 
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devices in the real application too pessimistically. The optimized dynamic reliability test 

can give an answer to the high-k reliability test. Therefore, more efforts on dynamic 

reliability including time to dielectric breakdown (TDDB), hot carrier injection, bias 

temperature instability (BTI) should be taken.  
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